
Oil & NATURAL GAS COMMISSION
(8.0.~)KAAMACHARI SANGHATANA

Reg. No. (By - II - 8268) Tel. : 2659 9775

Flat No.102, 1st Floor, Acme Hormony-I, Poonam Nagar, Off. JV Link Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400 093.

DATE:\~ \04 \ 2.c~3

To,
ED - HDS,
aNGC- wau,
11 High,
Sion-Bandra Link Road,
Mumbai.

Subject: Proceeding on hunger strike within 15 days of
issuance of the letter in Rig Sagar Ratna.

This has reference to our hunger strike on Jan. 12th, 2013 in Rig
Sagar Ratna on issue as listed in the enclosed letter.

We were greatly relieved, in view to the prompt visit of Rig
Manager, Mr. A. K. Verma, unfortunately during the course of
the meeting with our secretary Mr. Pradeep Mhadgut, while
giving assurance towards corrective measures he could not
ensure any time frame, today it is already 3 months, accept 4
pts out of 13 surfaced could see the light of the day, and out of
the 4 some are half done.

In these four (4) months, our boys have approached aIM to
expedite the matter but no initiation was observed, "The
assurance & withdrawals of strike" is carrying a feeling of being
cheated, and the atmosphere is slowly but surely becoming
volatile.



Keeping in VIew the prevailing circumstances on the rig, we
request your esteemed authority to call a meeting with us at the
earliest. We will be more comfortable if the OIM as well as Rig
Manger attend the meeting. It is also earnestly requested to
resolve the issues so that we are left with the only choice of
resorting to Hunger Strike the meeting may please be arranged
within 15 days of issuance of this letter.

Thanking you,
Y faithfully,

(Pradeep ayekar)
General Secretary

Copy to :

\~{- L(- 1. ED - HRO, ONGC, NSE, BKC, Bandra (E),Mumbai.

~\? e2. LMDS, ONGC, 11 High, Sion-Bandra Link Rd., Mumbai.

4i:!f /3. GM (D),ONGC, 11 high, Sion-Bandra Link Road, Mumbai.

~ ~ Manager, ONGC, 11 high, Sion-Bandra Lk Rd, Mumbai.

~. /OlM, Rig Sagar Ratna, ONGC.

6. DGM, (HR)IR, ONGC, NSE, BKC, Bandra (E),Mumbai


